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SUITABLE FOR SECURITY 
OF BUILDINGS

• EMERGENCY EXITS

Attack Resistant 
Steel Security Door

Door pictured is 
inward opening

Fast Lead Times
Up to 2.3m high
1 year warranty 
Steel door experts

UNIQUE RANGE FEATURES

Atakdor - developed in partnership with a leading national retailer, Atakdor uses a 
combination of door security technologies, such as Atakcore and Leafshield, to frustrate 
serious, sustained attacks from heavy duty and abrasive wheel power-tools and cutting 
equipment. These tough single and double door-sets are fitted with high security hardware 
as standard with optional drop bars to present a formidable barrier to would be intruders.



ATAKDOR  l  Attack Resistant Steel Door Sets

Developed in partnership with a leading national retailer, Atakdor was born out of the necessity to thwart 
determined, planned attacks on premises that had been targeted by criminals gangs. They knew that the 
sites contained small, expensive merchandise that could be easily removed and was simple to sell on.

Typical Atakdor specification

Frame
Manufactured from 2mm zintec steel formed to 
single rebated profile 100mm wide frame with 
additional rebate for flush lip.

Double rebate frame available on request

Leaf 
Manufactured from 45mm zintec steel with flush-
lipped astragal constructed from.

2mm thick Zintec steel sheets
Core Infill: 42mm Atakcore
2mm Leafshield protection

Threshold
Aluminium with neoprene seal - see below or flat 
threshold

Hinges
Grade 13 Stainless steel ball bearing dog bolt butt 
hinges (Complies with EN 1935:2002). 5 fitted.

Finish
Powder coated. Coastal rated option.

Seals
Self adhesive P-Seal as standard
Brush seal on flat threshold

Typical leaf and frame construction Aluminium threshold with neoprene seal
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Emergency exit single door 
typical hardware configuration
Exidor 700 Three point panic bar
Rutland 10106 Closer
Drop bars
Spy Hole

Emergency exit double door typical hardware 
configuration
Exidor 700 Three point panic bar
Exidor 700 Two point panic bar
Rutland 10106 Closer
Drop bars
Spy Hole

Specially designed to protect against serious, sustained 
attack from heavy duty and abrasive wheel power tools.

Specification

Single Door Size Double Door Size

Height - Up to 2.3m Height - Up to 2.3m

Width - Up to 1.25m Width - Up to 2.4m 


